, was generated by EMS mutagenesis ( Figure 1A) Figures 2E and 2F ). Ecad levels were found during neuronal development leads to a severe CNS architecture disruption that is not dependent on the to be reduced and no longer located circumferentially around the ALM of the epidermal cells, indicating that Crb pathway but probably results from the disrupted localization of other membrane proteins. A mutation there indeed was a disruption to the polarization of the epidermal cells. in the human homolog of gkt causes the neurodegenerative disease spinocerebellar ataxia with neuropathy
in an apical position in the lateral membrane ( Figures  3D-3F ). In older embryos the localization of Baz was no longer fully circumferential (data not shown), which was presumably an indirect consequence of the earlier loss of the Crb complex and epithelial polarity. Dlg is present in a complex with Scribble and Lethal giant larvae basal to the SAR, and in gktGLC/RNAi embryos it did not show a significant disruption in its pattern of localization; it remained enriched in the lateral region ( Figures 3G-3I ). In addition, the basal lateral membrane marker, Neurotactin (Nrt), was not affected in gktGLC embryos (data not shown). This analysis of polarized membrane markers suggests that appropriate apical localization of the Crb complex requires gkt, and thus the disruption in epithelial polarity in the absence of gkt is explainable in terms of Crb loss. The lack of any obvious cellularisation or early gastrulation defect, as well as the correct early localization of Armadillo, in the absence of gkt argues for a direct effect on the Crb complex. This does not eliminate the possibility that the effect on the Crb complex by gkt was via an intermediate mechanism involving a disruption in Ecad localization. One additional feature of gktGLC/RNAi embryos was a significant loss of secondary epithelial tissue, in contrast to results for crb 11A22 embryos (data not shown). This may be due to a defect in the invagination of progenitor tissue or to an inability to rescue polarity after the initial disruption.
Embryos that are homozygous for the gkt G85 allele do not show any disruption in epithelial structure at stages 10-11, probably because of maternal rescue, whereas embryos homozygous for the null allele crb 11A22 show a disruption in ectodermal cell polarity from stage 8, which typically includes a loss of the columnar morphology and a disruption in the distribution of junctional proteins [9, 15, 2, 3]. When one copy of crb was removed in gkt G85 /gkt
G85
;crb
11A22
/ϩ embryos, these embryos exhibited a severe disruption in epithelial polarity ( Figures  3J-3L ). There was a similar enhancement of loss of epithelial polarity by gkt G85 when one copy of sdt was removed from gkt G85 embryos with a sdt allele (data not shown). There was no significant interaction between embryos ( Figures 3M and 3N ). This alteration in Nrg The localization of these proteins was tested, and the proteins were found to be correctly distributed in dividand Nrg, which are present in the plasma membrane, whereas the localization of Gkt is cytoplasmic, suging gktGLC/RNAi neuroblasts (data not shown), which suggests that gkt is not required for asymmetric posiwhich catalyzes the cleavage of a phosphodiesterase bond by using an enzyme active site based around a tioning of determinants in neuroblasts. Crb is not expressed in the embryonic CNS, but Nrg and Lac are, duplicated HKD motif [21, 22]. It is likely that, if Gkt has an enzymatic activity, then the presence of ectopic Gkt which allowed their distribution to be assayed in this tissue after removal of gkt. Nrg and Lac both showed a will alter the signaling pathway in which it participates. Embryos in which either a Da-gal4 or a maternal gal4 reduction within the CNS, which in the case of Lac resulted in the loss of protein from the subset of neurons driver caused overexpression of gkt in epithelial cells were stained with a variety of epithelial markers so that in which it is expressed (Figures 5F and 5G) .
Evidence for a specific role for gkt in neuronal develthe consequence of increased Gkt activity in epithelial cells could be assessed. No effect on epithelial polarity opment emerged from observations on axonal pathway formation in gkt G85 homozygous embryos, in which mawas observed as a consequence of this ectopic gkt expression (data not shown). The effect of overexpressed ternal gkt transcript was available to complete early epithelial development. These embryos showed a defasGkt on neuronal development was also tested with the neuronal-specific elav-Gal4 driver. A severe disruption ciculation of axon bundles, both within the commissures and the longitudinals (Figures 5H and 5I) . Staining with in neuronal development was evident as a loss of organized axonal structure (Figures 5J and 5K) . Abnormalithe neuronal specification markers, Even-skipped (Eve), Hunchback, and Engrailed revealed no alteration to their ties in the pioneer neurons could be seen from very early stages, but this was not reflected in a change in the patterns of expression between wild-type embryos and homozygous gkt G85 embryos (data not shown). This sugpattern of expression of the specification marker Eve in stage 12 embryos (data not shown). This result indicates gests that the axon defasciculation defects found in gkt G85 homozygous embryos are not a consequence of that overexpressed Gkt is capable of interfering with the normal differentiation of a neuron and would be incorrect neuronal specification. An alternative explanation is that the defects are more specific to the process consistent with Gkt acting as a rate-limiting step of a signaling pathway. of axon guidance; for example, one defect might be a failure to appropriately target membrane protein necesIt is clear that gkt has an important function during early epithelial and neuronal development; loss of gkt sary for fasciculation to the axon cell surface. 
